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PROGRAMMING IN C
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PART - A

(Maximum rnarks : 10)

[Zlme : 3 hours

I Answer a/i questions in one or fwo sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. "2a" cannot be used as variable name. Why ?

2. State the pre-processor command for the macro definition.

3. Writ€ the subscripUindei of the last element of the array declared as in a [10].

4. Define a string.

5. Write the name of a standard library function to find out tlrc length of a saing' (5x2 = l0)

PART - B

(Maximum ma*s : 30)

II Answer ury five of flrc following questions. Each question carries 6 ma*s.

I . Explain any three each of the following with examples.

(a) Arithmetic operators (b) Logical operators.

2. Write a C program to print the great€st number from given three nunbers.

3. Compare call by value and call by reference parameter passing mechanisms.

4. Explain the recunion with the help of an example.

5. Write a C prognm to find sum of 'N'elernents in an array.

6. Write a C program to count the number of positive and negative numbers in an

array of 'N" elements.

7. Describe how to declare an anay of structue with an example. (5x6 = 30)
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Marks
PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer oze fulI question from each unil Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

il (a) What are the essential difference between while and do ... while statements

with its syntax. 6

(b) Write a C program to find out the number of digits in a given number. 9

0n

IV (a) Explain the syntax of switch stat€ment with an example . 6

(b) Write a C program to generdte Fibonacci series n terms.
(eg: 0, 1, 1,2,3, 5,8, 13, etc.) 9

Urn - II

V (a) Explain *re different firndamental data types in C. 6

(b) Write a program to reverse a given number using a function. 9

On

VI (a) Distinguish between static and automatic variables. 6

(b) Write a main progmm to read two numbers, interchange its values with a function
and print the interchanged values of variables in the main pogram. 9

Uwrr - III

MI (a) Describe about pointer and arrays with example. 6

(b) Write a C program to store n elements in an array and sort them in ascending order. 9

On

\1II (a) Explain array of pointers with an example. 6

(b) Write a program to find out the sum of main diagonal and antidiagonal elernents

of an MxN matix. 9

Ur.rn - IV

D( (a) Explain the declaration of two dimensional array of characters and i1s one

apptcation. 6

(b) Explain the standard library tunctions-sfcpyQ, strcmp0 and stcat0 with
examples. 9

On

X (a) Write a program using an array of structwe to read consumer number, name, unit
consumed of KSEB consumers and print fhe consumer number, name, unit consumed

and charge of each consumers (charge = unit consumed * rate; rate = 2 RVrmit
if unit consumed is less than 500 other wise 7 Rs/unit.) 9

(b) Explain the declaration ofa structure and accessing structtrre elements with an

example. 6
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